Sustainable Design in Event Design: Opportunities and Limitations
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I. INTRODUCTION

The event industry has experienced extraordinary growth over the past decade in terms of the number, diversity and popularity of events on offer. Events offer valuable economic, social, cultural and educational benefits, and potential growth in tourism for many international destinations. Until very recently however, little attention has been paid to the impacts that events have on the natural and built environment. Events often involve the creation of new infrastructure; they can occur in environmentally-sensitive locations, require transport of attendees, goods and services and other scarce resources in large quantities. As society gains a greater understanding about these impacts, events are being challenged to become more accountable for their managerial decisions and to produce outcomes which are more sustainable on multiple criteria and have positive environmental impacts.

So what does it mean to design according to "sustainable" principals? Sustainability since the early 1990s has emerged as a societal “mega-trend” supported by all major sectors of the economy after World Commission for Environment and Development (WCED) prepare a document entitled Our Common Future introduced its definition says in a few words the following: sustainable development that meets of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [1]. There are many viable sustainable design models that provide guidance in implementing this overarching goal. This paper firstly considers the current literature on events and sustainability, and secondly, discuss the limitations and opportunities of the Sustainable Design on its application in event design, which ultimately result in both strong academic outcomes and practical skills development for event industry practitioners.

The purpose of this study was to discuss sustainable design in event design. Literature review will be conducted in this study as the research methodology. The aims of this study are (1) to discuss the opportunities of sustainable design in event design; (2) to discuss the limitations of sustainable design in event design. Lastly, findings from this study will provide insights on the opportunities of sustainable design in event design to develop better sustainable events in the future and limitations that have to overcome before a sustainable event been organize.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Sustainable Design

“Sustainable design is more often than not is confused with “Green” or “eco” design. There is a distinction between the two. The “Green/eco” design is the practice of reducing or eliminating environmental impacts of design, whereas sustainable design is concerned with the environment, and also with social and economic issues. Therefore, sustainable design encompasses whatever concept Green/eco design has and goes beyond encompassing ecology, economy and cultural contexts. World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) defines Sustainable Design as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs” [1]. The intention of sustainable design is to “eliminate negative environmental impact completely through skilful, sensitive design”. Manifestations of sustainable design require no non-renewable resources, impact the environment minimally, and relate people with the natural environment.

Sustainable design is the philosophy of designing physical objects, the built environment, and services to comply with the principles of social, economic, and ecological sustainability. Furthermore, the activity of design, rather than being an isolated end in itself, is an applied activity which always answers a purpose. Therefore, sustainable design leads to the development of more environmentally benign products and processes. Any form of design that minimizes environmentally destructive impacts by integrating itself with living processes is called sustainable design.

Besides that, the whole processes need to be balanced in action. sustainable design a balanced approach means: cultivate world-views, ethics and knowledge to attain triple-bottom-line goals, engaging in the development of ways to interact with stakeholders to pursue these goals and
Sustainable design is not specifically owned by a profession or a discipline, it is an approach to harmonize and interact with nature. Sustainable design helps us view our designs and people’s daily life styles and behaviours. In short, it is an effective fit to, as well as a cohesive combination with natural processes. On this philosophic level sustainable design responds to the concept of sustainable development by raising questions about the optimal transition scenario for a more sustainable future, the idea of well-being, or the optimal status of goods [3]. By trying to overcome these differences, system design approaches become increasingly important [3].

Sustainable design should developed from the requirements of the organization to consider economic, social and environmental impact [4] from the production process until the products or services has deliver to customer. Consideration that can be made in the three components are:

1) **Economy:** Introduce/take back to basics on the ecosphere. The question is not simply how to recycle materials, but how to see them in the first place--where they come from and where they go to.

2) **Economy:** It is economic literacy that is the cornerstone of sustainable design. What do we want to sustain, if not mindless economic growth? What ways can we move in the right direction as economic actors?

3) **Social/culture:** The fact that design generally pushes consumerism, and yet, for all its negative impacts, consumerism helps people create meaning. Part of culturally sustainable design is to help find alternatives to consumerism that help people generate meaning. As conclusion, sustainable design not only focus on environment, but also economy and social. Sustainable design no longer only owned by specific field, yet it suitable to apply in any profession or discipline as long as the it responds to harmonize and interact with environment, economy and social.

### B. Event Design

There are many definitions of event. Festival and events are 'for people to come together to celebrate, to demonstrate, to worship, to honor, to remember, to socialize and 'specific rituals… or celebration that are consciously planned and created to mark special occasions', and that it is 'impossible to provide a definition that includes all varieties of events'. An event is a unique moment in time celebrated with ceremony and ritual to satisfy specific needs and most common events are community related.

Planned events are spatial-temporal phenomenon, and each is unique because of the interactions among the setting, people and management systems - including design elements and the program. Planned events are all created for a purpose which encompassing festivals and other celebrations, entertainment, recreation, political and state, scientific, sport and arts events, those in the domain of business and corporate affairs (including meetings, conventions, fairs and exhibitions), those in the private domain (including rites of passage such as wedding and parties and social events for affinity groups).

As conclusion, a number of event design definitions have been offered. There are two overarching notions embedded within these definitions. The first and more widely used concept identifies event design as the overall developed concept, deals with the all-encompassing elements of the event, that is, how the event was designed in order to function successfully. The look and feel of the event; its aesthetics. The second, and more recently two notions, although different, share many similarities in terms of the overall goal of event design [5]. Design is essential to an event's success because it leads to improvement of the event on every level. Event design is the critical component, underpinning every other aspect of the event and central to event design are the core values of the event.

### III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to carry out this study, a literature review has been conducted to gather existing academy literature of sustainable design and event design. A literature review is a systematic, explicit, and reproducible design for identifying, evaluating, and interpreting the existing body of recorded documents. The analysis of documents pursues the aim of opening up material that does not have to be created on the basis of a data collection by the researcher. Literature reviews usually aim at two objectives: first, they summarize existing research by identifying patterns, themes and issues. Second, this helps to identify the conceptual content of the field and can contribute to theory development. The gathered data was studied to provide comprehensive summary of sustainable design and event design as background information to understand current position of event design before more in-depth study has been conducted. Then, the same method had been applied to understand in-depth of sustainable design and event design based on available literature in order to identify possible aspect in event design to discuss about sustainable design. Data collection involved gathering journal paper published on the websites. A convenience sampling process was used to identify appropriate papers for the study. Sometimes called purposive sampling, the units of study were chosen not for their representativeness but for their relevance to the research questions and analytical framework of the study [6]. The literature searching was guided by few keywords which are sustainable design and event design. Lastly, findings from this study will provide insights on the opportunities of sustainable design in event design to develop better sustainable events in the future and limitations that have to overcome before a sustainable event been organize (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Research Process.](image-url)
Sustainability in the event industry is a “megatrend” that is influencing the industry [7]. A green meeting or event incorporates the environmental considerations to minimize its negative impact on the environment [8]. Websites, including Sustainable Communities Network, BlueGreen Meeting, and GreenMeetings.com, were created to inform the industry and promote the sustainable concept. In addition, many industry associations are implementing sustainable initiatives for their membership, including Green Meeting Industry Council, Professional Convention Management Association, and Meeting Planners International.

Although there is no specific definition of this term in the academic literature, ‘greening’ in the business events context is defined as “investment in sustainable practices and facilities”. Examples might be reducing waste, increasing recycling, minimizing water use, using renewable energy sources, purchasing local produce, or implementing environmental management systems.

The overall starting point was mentioned in Section 1 of this paper. Both the definition of sustainability design and event design form the background of the review is conducted Section 2. The discussion will be presented in two parts, which based on the aims of this study that mentioned earlier:

- To discuss the opportunities of Sustainable Design in Event Design
- To discuss the limitations of Sustainable Design in Event Design

**A. Opportunities of Sustainable Design in Event Design**

Sustainable design is essential to an event's sustainability success because it leads to improvement of the sustainable practices in event on every level. Event design is the critical component, underpinning every other aspect of the event and central to event design are the core values of the event. The core values are usually built throughout the event design process. In this study, opportunities of sustainable design will be discussed through event process. Event process includes research, design, planning, coordinating, and evaluation of events [9].

**B. Research**

Research about existing environmental policies and strategy are needed in order to identify efforts that can be made to reduce event-related emissions of greenhouse gases and support off-setting of unavoidable emissions. Such sustainable action plan able to help the event management team to be clear with available measurable objectives (key performance indicators), responsibilities, deadlines and appropriate monitoring action to achieve sustainable practices effectively in the event. Besides that, it also will help the event team to establish their own framework of best practices that consist levels to achieve a ‘sustainable’ standing within the event industry.

Other than that, research about existing low impact materials and sustainable resources are needed too. Materials that are nontoxic, produced in sustainable fashion or recycled, and require little energy to process that offer in current market need to be identify before the event proposal has been created.

**C. Design**

Sustainable design begins with the intimate knowledge of a place, and protecting and saving natural capital. Event management should first consider where there are, what nature allows them to do and what help nature can provide them. They should try their best to use local natural materials because sustainable design emphasizes protection, reduction, reuse and recycle in the material (service) flow and energy flow in natural ecological system. Natural environmental system provides all kinds of conditions and processes to maintain human survival and satisfy their demands and it is possible for them to reduce the obvious environmental impact arising from design through cooperation with processes and patterns followed by life.

Secondly, a website can be create to promote sustainable concept. Event website can become a tool to inform the industry about the sustainable event and also promote sustainable event concept to maximize the effect of sustainable. The website itself can contained practical references for sponsors and visitors or other event management team which provided information on how to make an event more sustainable [10]. This able to encourage more environmentally friendly products and services been created from marketing and services perspective [11].

**D. Planning**

Planning a sustainable event requires a series of activities that must meet the client's perceptions of their event. In order to create a sustainable event, a proper event proposal is a first step to achieve the sustainable objectives. Sustainable request of proposal including sustainable practices in the decision making process should begin early, such as with the RFP (request of proposal) process. Design can be used strategically to create an sustainable event proposal [12] and it can also be the underlying principle, or blueprint that establishes the event idea and experience. Most studies explore the idea of the event concept as a starting point for developing the event idea, whereupon the sustainable event elements can be then designed to express the concept. A unifying theme such as sustainable design can be put forward as a way of connecting the design elements with the event experience. The event design process is not time consuming. The overwhelmingly positives effects of this level of planning, prior to any detailed logistical or operational planning commencement, can be quite dramatic.

Besides that, a ‘sustainability team' with internal staff from the main units or departments involved in the organisation of the event and, ideally, representatives from the main stakeholder groups (e.g., host city or country, sponsors, suppliers, venue, hotel, local community, etc.) which understand the concept of sustainable design are needed in order to make sure the objectives of sustainable design that planned in the event proposal are achieved. The team member with information and knowledge of sustainable and also understand the practices of sustainable able to organize a sustainable event that not only concern about environment, but also economy and social.

**E. Coordinating**

To promote sustainable in event planning, developing a communication plan able to make sure other stakeholders are aware and engaged in sustainable activities – use
communication channels to promote the sustainability of the event and engage those involved. This action also able to increase awareness of sustainable, inform and involve relevant stakeholders, including participants, the workforce, local hosts, regional and national authorities, sponsors, civil society groups, NGOs, businesses and technical experts.

F. Evaluation

An evaluation system is useful after the event to measure the progress of the sustainability activities - to quantify achievements, benchmark weaker areas and set targets and improvements for the future. Such reporting system is put in place that allows for the communication, assessment and evaluation of “sustainable event processes, initiatives and results” [13] and also a checklist to help stakeholders to examine the sustainable of the event.

As conclusion, understanding and embracing the core sustainable design of an event gives that event a clear direction that is easily marketed and easily understood by all those involved, whether internal or external to the organization. It is clearly understood by the event management team that every decision made must related back to, and be in accord with the core values for the event. Therefore, embedding sustainable design throughout the event design process may be a necessary step in the development of sustainable events. Identifying areas where the industry can focus crucial planning efforts will help enable successful future sustainable development in order to stay environmentally friendly within the event industry.

G. Limitations of Sustainable Design in Event Design

Even though there are many opportunities was discovered when discussing sustainable design in event design process, however, there still some limitations of sustainable design in the application of event design.

In order to achieve sustainable in event design, is should be start from organizer that willing to organize an event that implement these practices. However, due to poor return of investment, some of the organizers refuse to practice sustainable in the event they organize. Organizers notice that tourist or visitor not willing to pay more to get sustainable event because visitors not optimistic for low carbon tourism. Paying for sustainability or greening is not something that tourists (business or leisure) are particularly willing to do.

The above reason are cause by lacking of customer interest in sustainability. Sponsors believe that a move to ‘green practices’ would diminish the quality of the events even though there is wrong; there has been ‘evidence of a growing customer interest’. Sponsors appear to be less supportive [14] - they perceive that the atmosphere and look of green meetings appears somewhat cheaper, or perhaps less exclusive than non-green or traditional meetings. Besides that, not all attendees have the same perceptions and attitudes towards the idea of sustainable.

Thirdly, organizers and sponsors lack of information and knowledge on sustainable. Very little is being done to encourage event managers to ensure the event they are organising is sustainable as there is little operational and strategic training or accreditation on offer to members [15]. Organizers and sponsors struggle to understand the jargon and vague definitions used for sustainability and how it can help not only their event but also the overall environment.

However, even though event management teams may not have the information readily available to them, there are research showed that they were interested in learning and understanding more about the practices [16].

Even though some organizers or sponsor understand the practices of sustainable in event design, most of them could not bear with the extra costs compare to organizer and ordinary event. Many sustainable practices may have an initial cost that may be too high for event organizers to justify. Previous research has identified that financial issues (both cost and time involved) have emerged as the main barrier to greening [17].

The extra costs in organize a sustainable event sometimes cause by lacking of resources and/or infrastructure. Existing infrastructures are suitable for current event without sustainable practices. Many older properties were not designed with this environmental friendliness in mind. Therefore, retrofitting an entire facility may not be realistic due to cost consumption. Besides that, organizers having difficulties to get sustainable resources to support such practices. Infrastructure needed to implement certain practices may be unavailable or too expensive to put in [16].

V. CONCLUSIONS

Events are standard business practice for the simple reason that they are often the most time efficient and effective way of sharing thinking, identifying solutions and reaching agreement. As society gains a greater understanding about these impacts, events are being challenged to become more accountable for their managerial decisions and to produce outcomes which are more sustainable on multiple criteria and have positive environmental, ecology and social impacts.

In order to reduce the impact of event towards environment, ecology and social, this study had discuss the possible opportunities of sustainable design through event design process. Among the findings that gathered from this study are research about existing environmental policies and strategy, research about existing low impact materials and sustainable resources, design the event with the intimate knowledge of a place, and protecting and saving natural capital such as try their best to use local natural materials, promote and provide practical sustainable references to sponsors and visitors to encourage more environmentally friendly products and services been created from marketing and services perspective, including sustainable practices in the RFP (request of proposal) process, a ‘sustainable team’ that understand the concept of sustainable design, develop a communication plan able to make sure other stakeholders are aware and engaged in sustainable activities and an evaluation system to measure the progress of the sustainability activities after the event.

The benefits of incorporating sustainability considerations into event planning can be manifold. Sustainability considerations lead to environmental improvements, financial advantages, creating a positive image for the event planners, and social benefits for the local community. They can also trigger secondary positive effects such as innovation in the marketplace, thereby stimulating new product growth; and by raising awareness and inspiring change they can create long-term benefits for the broader community.
However, implementation of sustainable design in event design constraint by some limitation such as poor return of investment, lack of sustainable information, lack of customer interest in sustainability, cost of implementation are high, lack of resources or infrastructure and financial restrictions.

The findings from this research have move the research agenda forward and provide insights to develop better sustainable event design through event design process and some limitations that might faced by stakeholders in event industry when sustainable design had been practice. To overcome the limitation and fully implement the sustainable concept in event industry to get better opportunities, cooperation from all the stakeholders is needed.
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